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Reiss’ memo jolts
Committee on Intercollegiate
Athletics).
According
to department
chairmen, Reiss’ memo caught
them
unawares.
“I was flabbergasted and

angered,” said Dr. Lewis Bright,

chairman of the speech depart-

George D. Goodrich, chairman
of the theater arts department,
said that not only had no
questions been raised earlier this
year concerning the cinema
program, but that it had been
given additional funding.
“I felatt,
that time
that it,was

fected are
workshop,
tion,

drama,

opera
cheerleaders

and

songleaders, readers theater,
cinema

and Marching

Lumber-

jacks.
Also included in the list were
the HSC Symphony, choir, Lucky
Logger Society, music club, art
gallery,
chamber
singers,
modern dance, fencing, folk
dancers, Toyon (annual literary

review), the Program Board
Coordinator and the JCIA (Joint

settled,”’ Goodrich said.
In the dark
Dr. Larry Kerker, physical
education and health department
chairman, said that he was
completely in the dark as to the
intentions of both SLC and Reiss.
“I don’t know what it means
when they say ‘athletic admini-

stration’,” he said.
“If they're referring to athletic
insurance

a,

LUMBERJAC K< Z4, oMEO

THE
Vol. 47

STAT
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Humboldt State College, Arcata, California

or

conference

dues,

then they’re talking about putting
[Continued on back page |

Hatfield cancels speech
tomorrow night as
Sen. Mark Hatfield will not be speaking
scheduled.
Hatfield’s secretary phoned HSC and said the Senate will not
be breaking for Christmas as early as expected this year, and that
some important questions remain to be voted on.
Chuck Lindemenn, college program board coordinator, said
he expects Hatfield to speak on campus on Jan. 12, 13 or 14.
Hatfield (R., Oregon) wes elected to the Senate in 1966. He
served as governor of Oregon from 1959 to 1967.
The Oregon Senator co-sponsored the McGovern-Hatfield
amendment to end the war in South East Asia last year.

Dum ped-on men dan

A concert tour from the East to West
coasts can be a long lonely haul. For

more pictures and a review of the Arlo

Guthrie concert, see pages 6 and 7.

They're sweet, 21 and ov er-the- hill
by Ann Marie Thompson

The weekly

meetings consist of drinking in a

night talking

member's apartment clouded with cigar smoke,

about how we had all been shit on and decided
to form a club because we all seemed to be
chronic losers,” said one Over-the-Hill Clan
member.
The group consists of nine males who feel they
are constantly being “shit on” by HSC coeds.
They meet weekly on Thursday nights.
“Rules for membership are very flexible -

discussing bad experiences and philosophizing on
their predicament.

“We

were

sitting around

one

they sort of change every time we get together,”
said another club member.

There are basic membership qualifications
however. Clan members must be at least 21 years
old. “It takes that long to get set in your ways

and

to

have

established

losing

patterns,”

explained a member.
Must strike out
“You also have to strike out with a chick at

least once a month.

The basic shit is getting

turned down for a date. You can also strike out

by going with a chick who decides she doesn’t
dig you, like she starts telling you about her
boyfriend or she takes off with someone else at a
dance,” the member continued.

Editer’s note:
Members
requested

printed,

of the Over-the-Hill Club
that

so

their

students

names

wouldn't:

not

be

know

who the losers are.
“You also have to be on the verge of becoming

an alcoholic,” said another member. “Turning to
liquor for solace, hiding behind the bottle is our
way of life,” sighed another over-the-hiller.

Loser's point system

One member, a social science major, explained
a point system the clan is developing.
There are

apparently ten classes of being “shit on,” with
number one being the most serious.

the

“Like in “The Graduate” when the guy ran in
church aad stole the girl. The guy left

standing is an example
member said.

Most clan
rejections.

members

of a class one,” the

experience

class three

‘She was never home’
“I know this girl. I called her up and her
mother said she wasn't home. I called five
or six

times. Then, finally, 1 went over to her house and
I see her drive up and go into the house.
I go up

to the door and her mom tells
home,” a member said.
“1 was walking with this girl. She
in a car with a bunch of guys
standing there by myself,” another
The group will be wearing

me she’s not
went and got
and left me
member said.
T-shirts next

quarter with a stencil of a student hanging over a
cliff, holding onto the edge with one finger. A
lovely coed will be hitting his finger with the heel
of a shoe.

When a member is excommunicated for not
complying with the basic qualifications, his shirt
be ripped from: him to the sound of drum
will
rolls.
Some

of the members are on probation; they
[Continued on back page]
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New

selective service rules

Draft changes affect students

With elimination
of II-S and I-Y
deferments and changes in aprights in a
a
regulations,
more
easential
for men to consult draft
counselors.
Russ Munsell, counselor-at, Ox
pressed this opinion while explaining new regulations
earlier
this week.
“Anyone
who started school
after —
—
° =
who were qualified
for II-S, as a
full-time student,
before the end
of spring quarter, 1971, may still
receive
a II-S,” Munsell said.
But Munsell advises tha
persons consult with a counselor
before applying
for this deferment.

The I-Y deferment,
which was
a temporary physical dis, or a disqualification except in the event of a
national emergency, has been
e liminated.
“If you were qualified for a I-Y
they

will keep

you

in the

non<combatant military duty or
alternative service. Also, the

held notion that a C.O.

year and your number has been
reached, but for some
have not been inducted.

reason

“If you're in the EPSG,
essentially mean» \vu are go
to be drafted, so you should

it

a counselor,” Munsell said.

Russ Munsell

“The important thing is that a
registrant is re», nsible for his

“Therefore, a person
request all appeal dates—
sonal appeal before local
state appeal and apance before the state appeal
his first and only
request,”’ Munsell said.
Munsell believes that counseling in this area is vital because
a selective
service registrant will
be held responsible
for applying
for all administrative remedies.
“If a registrant
is sued and it is
found that he did not exhaust all

own case. The Selective Service
isn't responsible for notifying you
of all these changes,” Munsell
said.

A person may talk to Munsell in
the Counseling Center or Steve

Conner at the open door clinic.

ae

J cc5-

JEWELRY COMPANY
S26

|

TH

EURCLKA.,

STREET

CALIFORNIA

EXCLUSIVE KEEPSAKE JEWELER IN
DOWNTOWN EUREKA

I-A

classification with a special
notation in your file; or if you fail
two
physicals, you will be
c

open
Conscientious
Objector (CCO), III-A and IV-F.
“There are two types of C.O.:

the ExMunsell also
ion Group
tended Priorities
(EPSG) which includes people
who are I-A on Dec. 31 of a given

IV-F,” Munsell said.
1-8(C)
The I-S(C) deferment, for
whd receive an induction
notice in the middle of a school

of court,” Munsell said.

Advantages in the new appeal

ed

witnesses at an appeal, and has
at least 15 minutes to present his
case, according to Munsell.
Appeal decisions
“Also, the appeal board must
give the reasons for denying an

ponement

his number is above the
he
won't even be processed,"
.
seli said
It is the peop.e who receive
classification

must

begin

the

red

tape

deferments, disqualification,
—
induction or enlistthe local board to be placedin his
file,’ Munsell said.

HSC Symphony

to play Thurs., Fri.

The
70-member
Humboldt
State Symphony will open its
season with performances of
selections from Mozart, Berger,
and Beethoven at 8:15 p.m. on
Thursday, and Friday in Sequoia
Theater.
The events will be free of
charge to the public. Tickets will
be required, however, and may

Debators win
tourney chance
HSC debstors Tim Franck
and Jim Miller have won a berth
of
Tournament
the
for
s s
in Illinoi
on
be held
to pi
Cham
next April.
became
team
debate
The

nt
eligible for the tournamewhen

they captured second place in
the
of
division
senior
the
University of Oregon's Debate
Tournament Nov. 5-6.

be obtained at the HSC Music
ment Office or reserved
by telephoning 443-2284.
Soprano
Sheila
Marks,
a
community
musician, will be
soloist in Mozart's “Exultate
dubilate.” The wife of HSC
Professor Frank Marks, music,

she

has

performed

with

the

Western Opera Company of San
Francisco.

dean

Berger's

contemporary

work
for
strings,
“Divertissement,” will also be on
the program.
The concert will conclude
with a salute to Beethoven with

his “Second Symphony.”

ptt

When you know it’s for keeps
Happily, all your special moments together will
be symbolized forever by your engagement and
nowhere to go--the dorms close
from noon, Dec. 18 to Jan. 2 for
maintenance.
If
any
faculty,
staff
or
students, or persons in the
community
will
open
their
homes for Christmas day or the
vacation, please call the Youth
Educational Service (YES) at

wedding rings. If the name, Keepsake, is in the
ring and on the tag, you are assured of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction. The engagement diamond

is perfect, of superb color, and precise cut. Your
Keepsake Jeweler has a selection of many lovely
styles. He's in the yellow pages under “Jewelers.”
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Volkswagen vans and sleeping bags

Proctor, students travel in Russia

by Al Sanborn
The
Russian
language
became a
Necessity, and not just an area of study

for three
summer.

persons

from

HSC

last

Russian
professor
Dr.
Thelwall
Proctor and two of his students, Betty
Mills and Richard Bland, spent almost
two months traveling through Russia,
trying to get a taste of the common
people’s culture there.
They went on, as Proctor called it last
week, “the loosest, freest tour I know
of.” They travelled in Volkswagen vans,
slept in camping grounds and “ate
where the Russians ate”’ he said.
“I felt that I was accepted there
better than a Russian probably would

“The loosest, freest tour

1 know

of.”
have been here. The people went out of
their way to help us,” said Bland. “I felt
safer there than in some of the capitalist
countries.
Although all three travellers felt the
same about the hospitality of their
Russian hosts, the reasons for their
interest in the country are different.

Proctor, who has been to Russia
twice previously, went to renew old
friendships
and
to
visit
southern
portions of the country he had not yet
seen. He was especially interested in
monuments and the historical aspects of
Russia,
he said.
Mills’
husband,
Jim,
who
her on the trip, had
accompanied
a
bought
who
great-grandparents
..ussian trading post in Sitka, Alaska in
the 1880's. As a result the Mills’ have
been handed down a lot of Russian
artifacts.

“You could make out good
you had lots of blue jeans.

if

The difference in the structures of
Russian and American life was often
apparent according to Proctor.
“You don’t have to worry about
doing something wrong. They'll tell you
in no uncertain terms and in a hurry,”
he said.
Proctor said the Russians are “fussy”
about
the
roads
you
take
when
travelling there. He said they want you
to stay on roads where camping grounds
are up to European standards and where
there are gas stations.
;

Bland’s interest in the trip to Russia
came mostly as a result of the classes he
has taken from Proctor, he said.
Their interest in Russia seemed no
stronger, however, than the interest the
Russian people took in them.

She said, though, that the sociological
and
historical aspects that Proctor

“Most Russians feel isolated and an
outsider is a goldmine of first-hand
information,” said Proctor.
“They asked about what kind of car
we drive. It blew their minds when we

said they tried to stop it short, while

brought

saying

1

was

accepted

his

language

clases

that

a difference

in

political

“They tried to discuss Vietnam. We
just told them we weren't experts in
that area. It’s hard to argue something

=

“They
wanted
to know about my
husband’s wages. Because of the type of
society
they
live
in, they
didn’t
understand my husband’s function as a
school counselor.”
“Russians seemed interested in our
consumer goods,” said Bland. ‘You
could make out good if you had lots of
blue jeans.”

felt

in

beliefs was nothing worth arguing over.

said we had two cars,” said Ms. Mills.

‘1

out

helped her understand and expect the
cultural attitudes she encountered there.
When
the
talk
would
turn
occasionally to politics, the travellers
all

don’t believe in yourself,” said Ms.
ills.

“You
about

don't
have
to
doing something

worry
wrong.

Because they are brought up in a
collective society, Russians are prone to
minding other people’s business for
them, according to Proctor.
“The people on the tour who were
dressed bizarrely got hassled, because
Russia is not a permissive society and
Russians aren’t afraid to say what they
think,” he said. ‘“‘On the other hand, if
you had an accident, you would be

there

better than a Russian probably
would have been here.”

helped immediately.”

“Shopping could be a hassle,” said
Ms. Mills, “‘because you just aren’t used
to standing in line to buy a loaf of
bread.”

The
not as
believe.
if you
through
thought

‘

security in Russia is evidently
strict as Americans sometimes
“‘When we went out of Russia,
hadn’t known you were going
customs, you wouldn’t have
you were,”’ said Bland.

“The people

on

the tour who

were
dressed
bizarrely
got
hassled, because Russia is not a
permissive society.”
“One of the kids came through
customs
with
a complete
Russian
soldier’s uniform with boots, hat and
everything,” said Proctor.

Although

the

two

students

from

Humboldt didn’t bring anything that big
through customs, they did bring a better

knowledge of the Russian language back
to Humboldt County with them.

Their

trip

organized
by
Proctor called

tours”
traveling

was

part

of

a

tour

a Harvard
professor.
it a “tour to end all

because
along

it

prepared

economically

one

for

in

the

future. It made use of Volkswagen vans,
sleeping bags and a low budget instead

of big tour buses and tourist hotels.
Once the visas, the route and the
basic schedule of the tour were taken
care of, each group of six people
was
given the freedom to travel at its own
speed. “It’s hard work. It’s a rough tour.

Or. Thelwall T. Proctor glances at a
map of the Soviet Union where he and
two students

toured

last summer

There are a lot of rough edges,” said
Proctor, “but that’s the only way to

two months. It was Proctor’s third trip
to the country.

meet the people.”

He is trying to get a few studentsto
take the trip next summer.

for
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The Editor's viewpoint

Vicious rumors
Contrary to popular belief, students don’t come to

HSC for the beautiful surroundings, small classes or

the various specialized programs; they come here to
freak out on drugs.
According to the Nov. 30 issue of the Times Standard, which featured a front page article with the
headline, ‘‘Humboidt State Gets Top Billing from
Drug Cult,’ the main intention of HSC students is to

live in the Humboldt Bay area which is a “thriving

center of the counterculture.”
We have to laugh. What kind of counterculture
exists when a bar in Ferndale has a sign offering $10
for hippie scalps, where a county government would
consider throwing people off welfare because they
have long hair or where people are accused of being
socialists because they support conservation rather
than development?
For all the citizensof Humboldt County who, for the
most part, distrust college students as it is, the Times
Standard took third hand information, ignoring well
investigated facts and its own past publications, to
sensationalize the comparatively small amount of
drug users at HSC.
The Times Standard said the Los Angeles Times

said the ‘‘Underground Guide to the College of Your

Choice” said drug usage ‘‘undoubtedly explains the
sudden popularity of this far northern outpost as
much as do” other attractions (listing the main attractions as secondary to drugs).
The Times Standard further showed its irresponsibility by ignoring a Lumberjack survey (which it
reprinted) of 10 per cent of the student body showing
only 53 per cent had ever smoked dope, and that
regular users were only 17 per cent.
its small wonder that there is such a great distrust
of the news media when facts are distorted or completely disregarded. The sensationalizing and false
reporting probably brought an undeserved mistrust
of college students from Humboldt County citizens
which is already at a low point.

Budget cuts could hurt
valuable ASB programs
Talk about priorities for the next ASB budget has
already started, and we‘re concerned that some
valuable programs may be deleted.
in a letter to chairmen of a number of ASB funded
programs, ASB Treasurer Dave Reiss urged that
other funding alternatives be investigated as the
programs “‘have been questioned by members of the
Board of Finance (BOF) and Student Legislative
Council (SLC).’’

We agree that some programs such as forensics,
cheerleaders, Lucky Logger Society and the Joint
Committee on Intercollegiate Athletics have little
to any

value
shou!
c

¢
.

be
>

de

portion

larae
atan

or

otner

of

the

fond

na
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body
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and
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Letters to the Editor
Parking spaces
Editor:
For
the
information
of
student readers, a recent week
long parking survey, taken by
representatives of the Parking
Committee,
indicates
that
parking spaces are consistently
available in lot X (west of Gist
Hall) and Lot P (tennis courts).
The
distance
to
class
is
further,
yes; however,
when
balanced against the hassle of

competing

for slots on the hill

it’s worth
it to park down
below. Besides, it’s a nice walk.

Recycle paper

for help from everyone because
its hard to get elsewhere.
I hope the citizens of Arcata
and the students that have seen

Editor:

Humboldt change don’t think
that
everyone
from
“down
south” pukes on concert floors.
Please
don't
fall
prey
to

I have

noticed

that a large

amount
of
newspapers
are
thrown away in the CAC every
day. How about a box being

prejudice.

located in the CAC so that after

I also hope that those who
left the city to move here will
try not to infringe on others as is
the custom elsewhere. I love this
place and
I want
to keep
Humboldt County the beautiful
place it is.

newspapers have been read, they
can be recycled.

Steve Pierson

Michael Harmelin

: Perhaps
the
Environmental

North
Center

Coast
could

pick up the recyclable papers

once
a week,

C. Cole

'l love Humboldt’

e———

NEWS

Editor:
The editorial cartoon in last
issue
week's
was
a
sad
generalization of the people who
have
to

migrated

Humb«
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from
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the charge against

Cal-State

Hayward

ASB President Amie Braafladt’s allowance was raised Thursday
night to $544 from the $270 originally allocated by asix
to five
vote

This action by SLC means that Braafladt will be able to attend
the California State College Student Presidents Association
(CSCSPA) meetings held each month throughout the state.

The refunding of the money
was an important step for HSC.
The college
will now be represented
at each of these
CSCSPA does a great deal of work on legislation that affects
college students.

Braafladt pointed out that the bill recently passed by the
legislature allowing the use of student funds for health centers is
an example of what CSCSPA can do.
SLC member John Williams appeared about half-way through
the meeting, after the vote, and asked that the executive travel
allowance be reconsidered. Chairman Jim Ross refused to reopen
the subject.

Treasurer's report
ASB

Or. Charles Myers, director of the ‘Birthday Party,”
invites you to the Studio Theater. The play, which
opened last night, will run through Sunday. Admission is $1.00, with proceeds going to a scholarship
fund. Myers said of the sets and costumes, ‘‘only the
bare essentials will be used with little or no make up.”’
“The Birthday Party’’ is an actors play, Myers said.
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32 acre lab
donated to HSC
Three

parcels

totaling
Mad

about

River

of

marshland

32

Slough

on

Samoa

of the Associated

Students of the college.

The Lumberjack weicomes ali ietters to the editor concerning any
issues of cam
concern. Please limit the size of letters to ap-

proximately

words.

changing its meaning.

We reserve the right to edit any

letter without

4

s.
One

of the main points of the plan is to develop a park about

100 feet wide along Janes Creek. Wasson
and many

laboratory.
The property will be used by
academic programs in wildlife,

Arcata City Council
on December 15. At that time, if the plan is

fisheries and oceanography for
the
study
of
waterfowl,
ornithology,
bottomfish

Wasson also diagramed the new freeway proposal for SLC. It
will be 16 lanes wide at Sunset Ave. and 14 lanes wide over most

crustaceans

problems
to Oden

and

estuary

in general, according
W. Hansen, dean of

s development.

The land will not be disturbed
in
order
to
maintain
its
ecological integrity, although an
access

road is planned to reach

the two larger parcels. The third
parcel is inaccessible’
by vehicle.

The donor is the widow of the
late Ralph

Bull, who

was, until

his death

in

Humboldt

1949,

County
civic
businessman with

leader
and
interests in

Plan
to Council
Wasson told the council that the plan will be submitted to the
approved, Wasson

hopes that Arcata will allocate about $4,000

for the first phase of the plan.
of the restof Arcata. (This includes frontage roads and ramps.)
There
is a possibility

opposed
to the new freeway.

Saas

IGS 96

PLANTSITTING
Students who will be gone

over

Christmas

vacation

may

leave their plants with the staff
of the greenhouse for care. The
greenhouse is located behind the
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1101 H. St. Arcata

the freeway can be stopped

to Wasson a Supreme Court decision ruled that a proposed
freeway had to be moved since it threatened a park. Arcata is
presently attempting to get rid of the park so that the freeway
can go through,
Wasson said.
SLC decided to write a letter to the city of Arcata to make
sure it is aware that the council and most of its constituency is

J. Kloss 2.00
BASKETRY

ALMOST ANCESTORS
Sierra Club 3.95
WILDLIFE IN AMERICA
P. Matthiessen 1.95
TREASURY
OF
AMER. INDIAN HERBS
V. Scully 3.95

that

because of the existence of Vinum Park on “F” Street. According

TIME/LIFE COOKBOOKS
$7.95

ed. R. Boyers 1.50

others hope

that Janes Creek
can be saved from
the fate of Jolly Giant Creek.

NOW IN STOCK

F. Christopher 1.25
BOOK OF THE HOPI
F. Waters 1.25
R.D. Laing & Anti-Psychiat

reported that contigency reserve

that will include several miles of on road bike lanes and two linear

o%

MORTHTOWH

Reese

now stand at $5,643, approximately one half of the total

Road have been donated by Mrs.
Berenice W. Bull of Eureka to
HSC for use as a_ wildlife

newspaper enterprises.
Publisned weekly by the Associated Student Cosy end the Journalism

Dave

re.
Erie Wasson of ‘“‘Rudi’s Raiders” presented the Arcata Bike
Master Plan to SLC. The Raiders have developed an excellent plan

acres along

timber, cattle, meat packing and

Department of Humboldt State Col
. Arcete,
California, 95521. Phone
626-3271. Office, room 123, College
Elementary School.
Opinions expressed on the editorial
page or in signed articies are those
of the Lumberjack or the writer and do not necesserily refiect the views

oo

Treasurer

cards

siipment
bed

soread,.

watil
Christmas.
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Arlo Guthrie at the piano in the harsh spotlight of the
Field House.

The Arlo Guthrie, Ry Cooder concert
Arlo Guthrie's sweet-talking
and Ry Cooder’s smooth slide-guitar
work settled down comfortably at HSC last Saturday night.
An audience of 3,200 settled down on the field house floor, but not
quite as comfortably. It was discovered that not everyone could sit
right next to the stage.
Everyone could, however, find something in the music that they
enjoyed. Guthrie
and Cooder,
who have been touring together,
and awe everything from acoustic ‘‘cowboy songs’’ to not-quiteThe audience response was the loudest when Guthrie started into
his ‘‘Coming into Los Angeles” after a talk about dope and how
“things always start in the home’’.

Much of Cooder’s singing and playing lost a hard fight with
poorly adjusted sound system. It
straightened
out, though,
the time Guthrie took the stage. Then Cooder stepped out of
spotlight, looking as though he were relieved to be able to pla
guitar and let someone do the talking and singing.
The back-up musicians, John Craviotto on drums, Jim
anata
ate
tate
backup vocals
\
a.
at staying in the background.
They provided a solid but subtle, sometimes almost unnoticeable,
country-type foundation for the two stars to stand on for the

Whether it was because of the easy music, the warnings

hand or the security measures taken at the door, the conduct
and

reactions of the audience were much mellower than they have been

talked his way out

like: ‘It wasn’tgo
Real cowboys
didn’t use

H
:
EE 2 Pas if

— the very first cowboys
— used
to rip ’em off.”

gi

€

5

backing Guthrie, Cooder
versatility as he played bluegrass+ ype mandolin, electric rock
blues
lead guitar and both blues and country bottleneck
Even while changing instruments and types of
was able to maintain
his own intricate,
yet strong
which has made him one of the most in-demand studio
the “new” country blues. Unfortunately, only those in
watch his fingering and, sometimes, only those in front
when he played acoustical numbers.
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Ry Cooder and his guitar
entertained
an
hour

the crowd for
before
Arlo

Guthrie appeared.

Ph otos by Bob Gumpert
Text by Alan Sanborn

On stage together, Guthrie
(front) took the lead while
Cooder (rear) backed him

up.

Arlo
Guthrie,
country blues.

sang

mostly
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Wage-price freeze
hits ARA workers
President Nixon's Wage-Price

freeze included many college
these was
functions, and am

the cafeteria and
ff
the. staof
t union.

hired

were

who

Students

during the summer to work in
wage
ria a
given
te
were
the cafe
of $1.60 an hour plus meals
according

director

Frank

to

dining

of

Kalmar,

and

food

service.
When the freeze came they
were frozen at that wage but

have are all dealt with in the
stipulations of the contract
which will be up in September
of 1972.
He said that the only way to
raise the pay of the employees
would be raise prices. “An
of this would be that a
nickle across the board raise
would require five per cent
increase in sale price in the CAC
and a two cent raise in cafeteria
es,”
Kalmar.
pricsaid
Kalmar who has worked at
the University of California at
Davis which has a minimum

of $2 an hour said the only
difference between

it and HSC

was the contract specifications.

Two weeks ago with the drop
their wages

were

raised
to $1.65.

it easier to pay at a higher scale

said Kalmar.
is meant

|

for a

as two or three hours a week up

to a msximum
week.”

of 20 hours a

Part of Frank Kalmer’s duties include
being done by Jean Rogers of the ARA
the inspection of food preparation, as is _ staff.

Policies protested
in letter by Cranston
This has been Fred Cranston’s
faculty member at HSC.

most discouraging year as a

president for academic affairs,
vicein,
to Milt Dobk
In a letter
Cranston said “I thought I would share my thoughts on the
discouragement.
“Quite often I feel like the Jews in Egypt must have when they
were ordered to make bricks but were given to straw. I am

requested to give students a quality education, but I am given no

straw or help with the binding,” he said.

“The latest in a series of denigrations by the administration of

California State College is the certification of our duties. WhenI
see my colleagues giving of themselves and their time to the
extent that their families sometimes even suffer, when I see their
weariness at the end of each day, and then I see us in effect

accused of malingering by the Board of Trustees, accused of
ineffieiency by the Lieutenant Governor and see our salary raises
vetoed again and again by the Governor, it seems a wonder to me

Hoinbrook’s
4235

F

EUREKA

SHOES
8/2

G

ARCATA

ON THE PLAZA ARCATA 822-1081

For ALL Students with a student body card.
10% discount

"MERRY CHRISTMAS

that any of us stay.”

Raise prices

Kalmar
and

said that

the wages

the

employees

conditions

Dobkin agrees
Dobkin said “There's a lot in that letter I couldn’t agree with
more.” The problems of equipment and hardships are serious he
said.
Dobkin brought the letter to the Board of Trustees meeting
last week to discuss some of the problems Cranston dealt with.
Dobkin said the certification procedures which require an
instructor
to
sign
a form
signifying
that all assigned
responsibilities had been met before they could pick up their
checks has been revised.

Rexall

Instructors are no longer required to sign such a form, he said.

The Board of Trustees rescinded the policy at a recent meeting.
‘But we'll stay’
“But most of us will stay, and many of us will continue to
push for a better system,” Cranston wrote in closing.

“The sad part about it is that the cost of doing a much better

job--perhaps twice as good--would not cost twice as much money.

It would cost more money, of course; money for adequate
equipment, for adequate space and for more time for the teacher
to prepare

himself

to be a better teacher.

I believe
the returns

would far outweigh the costs.”

—
ight glorious days in paradiset!
leave L.A. on Dec. 19,return Dec.26
TWAS

coe eContact

$i4a9

Steve
nard, A.S. Bus.
Office,
Hall 826-3771
STUDENT SERVICES WEST, lac.

Aves fable
ste
G

St.

CSC
ly.

based
prices
Charter
pro-rate share of total price

826-1072
826

¢

Arcata

on
cost

100%
at
charges
ferrying
&
include U.S.
Fares
occupancy.
Federal & deperture taxes plus $4

studente,
admin.
subject

feculty,

Prices
person.
per
fees
or increase
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to

of
No.
actual
on
depending
passengers on each indiv. flight.

For a complete line
of name brand cosmetics
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| Love, Bonnie Bell,
Max Factor, and Revlon|

893 H Street
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in Arcata
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ooc

job

36s8 «4

“The

suplementary
income,”
said
Kalmar. “Students work as little

pm

causec
even
freeze
“The
undue hassle with the full timers,

| SCiC8s

of the freeze

Davis with its 2,700 resident

~ ‘students has a bigger margin of
profit because of its size making
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Air West offers group flight rates

offered class credit
Starting next quarter, SLC
representatives
will
have
a
chance to receive four units in a
class designed to use their
oy
an “academic
laboratory for learning.”
According

to

Sociology

Professor
Corbett, who
will instruct the course, there
will be 24 slots open, not only
to SLC reps, but to student

members of Academic Senate,
the
College
Curriculum
Committee
and
perhaps
members
of
the _ individual
school curriculum committees,
Board of Finance and Board of
Control.
Plans for the seminar were
approved
by
the
Academic

Affairs Office on Nov. 9, and by
Dean

of U

uate Studies

Whitney W. Buck last week.

Springboard concept

Corbett

attempt

said the class is “an

to

use

the

student's

experience as a springboard for

learning.” The class will not be
pre-structured
theory-oriented,
but
will

or
be

experimental, wherein structure
will be determined by the needs

of the students.
In addition to Corbett, Dean
of
Student
Activities
Ed
Simmons’
will
instruct
the

course.
Corbett said another goal is
to

‘‘work

toward

commonalities”

of

student

experience

in_

elective

government

(SLC)

and

appointive government.
The course will be given on a
credit/no
credit
basis
only,
meeting Fridays 10-12. Corbett
said
there
will
be
visiting
ecturers and outside reading
‘termined by the students.

Students
flying
to
Los
Angeles for Christmas vacation
who are over 22 may receive a
discount
rate from Hughes Air

“I think it will be very
meaningful education,” she said.
The real impetus behind the
course, said Corbett,

Paltus,
and

political
former

SLC

Annual Sno-Ball

was Dean

science

Academic Senator.

West.

rep

falls Friday night

senior
and

New and Improved Christmas

Palius
said there
was an
attempt
three
years ago to
initiate a similar course, but that
“curriculum and administration

Cheer is the theme of the 22nd
annual Sno-Ball Friday night.
Featuring the Jerry Moore

felt that credit should not be
offered
as a reward.”
“I thought there was more

Combo, the event will be at the
International Woodworkers of

than just a reward involved,”
Palius said. “There was a great

Tickets will cost $3 per
couple and are available at the
HSC Bookstore. The Sno-Ball

potential

for

really

good

educational experience.
“A lot of people have put in

10

hours

a

week

constructive work.
learned
a
lot

experience

of
I think
from

in

really
I’ve
my

student

government, and it would have
helped
to
channel
it
academically,” Palius said.

He

added

that he originally

conceived
the class as
more
structured,
but

talking

to

Corbett,

being
after

he

with
her
that
a
studentstructured format was best.
Corbett said she and Palius
had
discussed
the
possible
problem of the “elitism”’ of class
members,
since
all
SLC

America Hall, 4700 Valley East
Bivd., near the Ramada Inn.

Kathryn Corbett will teach
the class being offered to
student government of-

ficers.

representatives

(with

top

priority to enroll in the course)

will be from 9 to 1 p.m.
The Man and Woman

Year,

and

the

of the

Outstanding

Senior Man and Woman will be
announced at the Sno-Ball.

ASB General Manager Roger
Levy said interested students
must contact
him by Dec. 15.

He

will

arrange

rates if more
sign up.

than

the

.

Arrangements will be made
with Air West to fly to Los
Angeles on Dec. 18 and/or 19,
for a fare of $74.50 round trip
instead
of the normal $94.
Students may contact Levyat

826-3771.

SIGN LANGUAGE
An
extension
course
in
American sign language for deaf
persons will be offered next
quarter.

The course will meet Mondays

from

6:30

further
826-3476.

to

9:30

p.m.

information

are elected by popular vote. She

said

she didn’t think it would

adversely affect
the course.
Ed

Simmons

the quality

of

Souligny’s last month of business,
thinks

that

approval of BS. 100 is “a
beginning” in a goal he has in
seeing credit given in a similar
way to freshman orientation

counselors,

living group advisers

in the dorms
Lumberjacks.

and

Marching

EVERYTHING is on sale.

SOULIGNY
848‘G'St.

special

10 persons

JEWELRY

Arcataonithe Plaza

822-3992

For
call

saa
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facet, nd amen th
i on

the, staff

student union.

Students

who

were

hired

during the summer to work in
the cafeteria
were given a wage
of $1.60 an hour plus meals

workers

£222

aa Nixon's Wage-Price
included many college

have are all dealt with in the
stipulations of the contract
which will be up in September
of 1972.
He said that the only way to
raise the pay of the employees

OtTESEeeD

ene

would be raise prices. “An
example of this would be that a
nickle; across the board raise
would require five per cent
increase in sale price in the CAC
and a two cent raise in cafeteria
prices,”
said Kalmar.

Opes

hits ARA

wa

Wage-price freeze

Kalmar who has worked at
the University of California at
Davis which has a minimum
lerence between it and HSC
was the contract specifications.

Two weeks ago with the drop
of the freeze their wages were

~ students has a bigger margin of

raised
to $1.65.
“The

freeze

even

causec

E2QprS

of $2 an hour said the only

ts
have gotten a raise to $1.65
when school started said Kalmar.

Davis with its 2,700 resident

profit because of its size making
it easier to pay at a higher scale
said Kalmar.
“The job is meant for a
suplementary
income,”
said
Kalmar. “Students work as little
as two or three hours a week up

to a meximum
week.”

of 20 hours a

Part of Frank Kalmer’s duties include
being done by Jean Rogers of the ARA
the inspection of food preparation, as is _ staff.

Policies protested
in letter by Cranston
This has been Fred Cranston's

most discouraging year as a

faculty member at HSC.

In a letter
to Milt Dobkin, vice president
for academic affairs,
Cranston said “I thought I would share my thoughts on the
discouragement.”
“Quite often I feel like the Jews in Egypt must have when they
were ordered to make bricks but were given to straw. I am
requested to give students
a quality education, but I am givenno
straw or help with the binding,” he said.
“The latest in a series of denigrations by the administrationof
California State College is the certification of our duties. When I

Jerry Steiner, student manager
of the cafeteria.

unr

i

odeensallls
425

then I see us in effect
of Trustees, accused of
and see our salary raises
it seems a wonder to me

SHOES
8/2

G

ARCATA

Sequoia fouslors
ON THE PLAZA ARCATA 822-1081

For ALL Students with a student body card.

see my colleagues giving of themselves and their time to the
extent that their families sometimes
even suffer, when
I see their
weariness at the end of each day, and
accused of malingering by the Board
ineffieiency by the Lieutenant Governor
vetoed again and again by the Governor,
that any of us stay.
Dobkin agrees

F

EUREKA

spfarcialey

10% discount

MERRY CHRISTMAS

Dobkin said “There's a lot in that letter I couldn’t agree with
more.”’ The problems of equipment and hardships are serious he
said.
Dobkin brought the letter to the Board of Trustees meeting
last week to discuss some of the problems Cranston dealt with.

Dobkin

said

the certification

procedures

which

require an

instructor
to
sign
a form
signifying
that all assigned
responsibilities had been met before they could pick up their
checks has been revised.
Instructors are no longer required to sign such a form, he said.

Rexall

The Board of Trustees rescinded the policy at a recent meeting.
‘But we'll stay’
“But most of us will stay, and

many

of us will continue to

push for a better system,” Cranston wrote in closing.
“The sad part about it is that the cost of doing a much better
job--perhaps twice as good--would not cost twice as much money.
It would cost more money, of course; money for adequate
equipment, for adequate space and for more time for the teacher

to prepare himself to be a better teacher. I believe
the returns
would far outweigh the costs.”

For a complete line
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such es
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Student
| offered

Air West offers group flight rates
Students

Angeles
“I

representatives

will

have

a

chance
to receive four units in a
class designed to use their
nce in an “academic
for learning.”
According
to
Sociology
Professor Kathryn Corbett, who
will instruct the course, there
will
be 24 slots open,
not only

to SLC reps, but to student
members of Academic Senate,
the
College
Curriculum
Committee
and
perhaps
members
of
the _ individual
school curriculum committees,

Board of Finance and Board of
Control.
Plans for

the

seminar

were

approved
by the Academic
Affairs Office on Nov. 9, and by
Dean of Undergraduate Studies
Whitney W. Buck last week.

Springboard concept

Corbett said the class
is “an
attempt

to

use

the

student’s

experience
as a springboard for
learning.” The class will not be
Ppre-structured
theory-oriented,
but will

or
be

experimental, wherein structure
will be determined
by the needs
of the students.

In addition
to Corbett, Dean
of
Student
Activities
Ed
Simmons
will
instruct
the
course.
Corbett said another goal is
to
‘‘work
toward
commonalities”
of
student
experience
in_
elective
government
(SLC)
and
appointive government.
The course will be given on a
credit/no
credit
basis
only,

think

it

will

be

meaningful education,” she said.
The real impetus behind the
course, sald Corbett, was Dean
Palius, political science senior
and
former
SLC
rep and

Annual Sno-Ball

falls Friday night

New and Improved Christmas
Cheer is the theme of the 22nd

Palius said there was an
attempt three years ago to
initiate a similar course, but that

annual Sno-Ball Friday night.
Featuring the Jerry Moore

“curriculum and administration
felt that credit should not be

offered
as a reward.”
“I thought there was more
than just a reward involved,”
Palius said. “There was a great

experience
in
student
government, and it would have
helped
to
channel
it
academically,” Palius said.

He added that he originally
conceived the class as being
more
structured,
but
after
talking to Corbett, he agreed
with
her
that
a
studentstructured format was best.
Corbett said she and Palius
had
discussed
the
possible

problem of the “elitism” of class
members,

since

all

SLC

Los

West

Academic Senator.

10 hours a week of really
constructive work. I think I’ve
learned
a
lot
from
my

to

who are over 22 may receive a
discount rate from Hughes Air

very

potential
for
really
good
educational ex
;
“A lot of people have put in

flying

for Christmas vacation

Kathryn Corbett will teach
the class being offered to
student government of-

ficers.

representatives
(with
top
priority to enroll in the course)
are elected by popular vote. She
said she didn’t think it would
adversely affect the quality of
the course.
Ed
Simmons
approval of BS.

thinks
that
100 is “a

beginning” in a goal he has in

seeing credit given in a similar
way
to freshman orientation
counselors, living group advisers
in the dorms and Marching

Combo, the event will be at the
International Woodworkers of
America Hall, 4700 Valley East
Bivd., near the Ramada Inn.
Tickets
will cost $3
per
couple and are available at the
HSC Bookstore. The Sno-Ball
will be from 9 to 1 p.m.
The Man and Woman of the

Year,

and

the

Outstanding

Senior Man and Woman will be
announced at the Sno-Ball.

ASB

General Manager Roger

Levy said interested students
must contact
him by Dec. 15.

He will arrange the special
rates if more than 10 persons

sign up.

.

Arrangements will be made
with Air West to fly to Los
Angeles

on

Dec. 18 and/or

Students may contact Levyat

826-3771.

An

SIGN LANGUAGE
extension
course

The course will

from

6:30

further
826-3476.

to

Lumberjacks.

meeting Fridays 10-12. Corbett
said
there
will be visiting
ecturers and outside reading
‘termined by the students.

ORIGINAL DEFECTIVE

p.m.

information

EVERYTHING is on sale.

JEWELRY

in

meet Mondays

9:30

Souligny's last menth of business,

SOULIGNY

19,

for a fare of $74.50 round trip
instead
of the normal $94.

For
call
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KXGO plays anything
from ‘classical to rock’
by Val Ohanian
KXGO, Humboldt County's
F.M. radio
underground
new

station, will broadcast all kinds
of music, from “classical and

folk type stuff, to
rock,”
acid
heavy

mellow
harder,

according

to program

Ron Herron.
don’t
“We

really

director
have

a

program schedule,” he said last

week. “We don’t go in for the
of
kind
programming
block
thing, so there isn’t a definite
structure in our scheduling.
“We have a free-form format,
where the discjockey is king.
Sure, he will be influenced by
requests, and we plan to have a
rap line, but the jock will decide
what music to play.”
Herron did say that “‘the bulk
of the music will be hard rock,
with some rhythm and blues,
jazz, folk, pop, and even classical
stuff.
“The only kind of scheduling
we'll do will be to have more
mellow stuff in the morning
(since nobody likes to wake up
to Led Zepplin), heavy things up
a bit in the afternoon, and play
really heavy acid rock at night.”
Testing on air
began
which
station,
The
its
test
to
broadcasing
equipment last Wednesday, is
scheduled
to
begin
regular
16.
December
programming
Herron said four disc jockeys
will take six hour shifts every
day.
Tenatively, he said, Jim Brady
will handle the 6 a.m. to 12 a.m.
shift, Bill Hughes will take the
noon to 6 p.m. slot, and Herron
will be on the air from 6 p.m. to
midnight. They hope to add a
fourth disc jockey to the staff
soon.
In addition to the regular
music
programming,
KXGO
plans to have broadcasts on
special topics, and is going to
give community groups air time
to present their own programs.

For example, Herron said,
HSC will be given an hour each

Sunday for whatever kind of
Pp
ing it wants to do, as
will
the
North
Coast
Environment Center.

Harness
Boots
INTERESTING
ITEM
OF THE WEEK
Choose them short,
medium or tall with
lati strap,
square toe,
raised heel...

Old fashioned
harness leather in

KXGO also hopes to have an
instruction hour once a week on
“how to do things like make
candles,” Herron said.
Since the station doesn’t have
block programming, there won’t
be
any
scheduled
news
broadcasts, even though it is
required by law to present 20
hours of news a week.
Herron said that Brady, who
is the news director, “will rap
about the news when he feels
like it. He
can talk about
ecology, or whatever interests

him in the morning papers.”
Few ads
Advertisements

A

grass-roots,

community

Called “Stop at Four” (SAF),
the
ad
hoc
committee
distributed literature that stated
the present four-lane freeway
could
adequately
transport
6,000 vehicles per hour.
According to state surveys,
the
following
numbers
of
vehicles passed through the 17th
Street intersection in July, 1970.
—2,200 vehicles per lane in
one hour.
—A total of 21,300 vehicles
passed through Arcata in one
day.
—tThe average daily figure
for 1970 was 18,300 vehicles.
The
committee's
6,000
vehicles per hour figure reflects
no traffic control lights and
rapidly moving traffic.
Engineering professor, William
Schenler, said 2,000 vehicles per
hour
in one
lane with no
obstructions is a figure generally

The
biggest
problem
the
station has, Herron said, is the
fact that it doesn’t have a record
library. ‘People have loaned us
several hundred records, and we
have been depending on these
for all our programming. We're
starting our own collection, but
it will take years to get the
library we want.
“But, I guess we have to crawl
before we can walk. Actually,
we’re not even out of the womb
yet--we’re
still
having
labor
pains.”
Another

FM

Station

KFMI

in

Eureka will soon change from its
country-western
music,
broadcast rock music.

to
|

It has been reported that disc
jockeys for KFMI will be former
broadcaster on radio KPPC in
Los Angeles from which they
were fired for refusing to do a
certain commercial.

excepted for planning highways.
“That is following the car in
front, with no chance to pass at

about 30 to 40 miles per hour,”
he said. The 2,000 figure is used
as a maximum, safe, capacity
guideline. At four lanes, this
maximum figure equals 8,000
vehicles per hour.
A spokesman for “Stop at
Four” said the group is not
against improving the existing
roadway,
but questioned the
need of six lanes of freeway plus
four lanes of frontage roads
and
three entrance and exit
areas so close to Arcata.
Hurt business
Russ Wheeler, the owner if

the Varsity Restaurant, 854 G
St., told the council many local
businesamen felt the present
freeway
construction
plans
would hurt their businesses.
“The winters are hard enough

to get through now,” Wheeler's
wife, Marie said Thursday.
She
believes
many
Arcata
businesses
depend
on
the
summer
season
tourists who
leave the freeway to eat food,

JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

|
Starting an FM Station isn’t all laughs for program
director

Ron

Herron.

raise noise pollution on campus.

The stop the freeway group
hopes to get city council support
for their plans and expects to
circulate a petition requesting a
vote
The
vote.
referendum
citizens
Arcata
pole
would
to vote for or
asking them
freeway
present
the
against
of the
cent
per
Ten
design.
registered voters must sign the
petition to place the question on
the ballot.

The Circle K club has started
system
which
will allow

for the student to fill out. The
student then hands it to the

buy gasoline, or want

to see the

statue of President McKinley in
the plaza.
The proposed freeway design
would eliminate about 300 bed
spaces near HSC and would level
an area north of the 17th Street
crossing along the HSC campus.
dim Test, of SAF, said this
leveling, plus the nearness of the
freeway plan probably would

Circle K system to beat computer
a

students to find out their final
grades before the computerized
grade sheets come from the

Office

of

Admissions

and

Records.

The club will sell post cards
for 10 cents each

with a form

instructor.
The cards will
campus
throughout
tomorrow.

be sold
starting

with the
The card is returned

as

soon

as

grade

final

the

grade
what the r
knows cto
instru

HSC receives $250 Kodak grant
HSC college is one of 116
publicly-supported colleges and
universities

to

receive

an

unrestricted grant from
the
Eastman
Kodak
Co.'s
1971
Educational Aid Program.
HSC’s
grant
was
$250.
Eligibility

was

determined

by

the employment by Eastman of

Wallace

D.

Rickards,

who

received a master's degree in
business
in 1966 after attending
HSC for one year.
The grants are based on the

number

of

from

institutions concerned who join

Kodak

within

five years after

graduation.

EUROPE 1972
SPRING — SUMMER & FALL SCHEDULES
NOW AVAILABLE

LONDON
LONDON

$269
$129.
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FIND THEM AT...

fy
w~

P,
|

>

Quality

Custom

work, for information call 622-3895.

Buick

Le

Sebre-low

mileage

SE

Lost

book,

Writers,’

‘English

lost on

Union

Romentic
St. neer

campus. if found pleese return to
Or. Russel McGaughey in Foun.
Ger’s 209.

ekeene:
2

Ansen

Inglewood

15x68

Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94103
Phone No.
Apt. No.

Ld

Northiend
dice Lace

oer cael)

44. One owner.very
call 6272-4352.

he

US,

1 ON,

with

Pos.e-Traction.

Chevy

SSS

wood skiis, 6 ft., NorSki Boots, Ladies size

62, Aluminum poles, $100 for ali or
can be sold seperately. Call 622.
AGIO) 0 +0 5 0 +00 00-0 0.400 0 00 98

6

Psych. Grad student with place in
Trinidad needs room-mate Winter
querter.
Leave neme,
eddress,
phone with Mrs. Jamison, Coun.

seling Center Secretary.

wheels

ae
re $10or trade for 2 An.
sen 14x7 with Delta or equivalent
oe Call Tony at 443.9625 after 6

ii ate

1999

(00,000 miles) two new tires, clean,
good paint and lots of extras. Must
sett by Dec. 20, make offer, 622.
32$1.
1964
cleen,

ROTOR Phe ELON IME OOMA LO

Please mail me information on flights
Name:
Address:
City, State & Zip Code:

a

TAXIDERMY:

WAY

Phone (418) 392-8513

oR

,
>

Low Air Fares on Inter-European Flights
ISRAEL — AFRICA — ASIA
INTERNATIONAL 1.0. CARDS AVAILABLE
Attention group leaders: Special flight arrangement tor
small or lerge groups — Ask for details
These flights ere open to students, feculty, staff
On ste and their immediate fami!
FOR
EDULES, CALL OR WRITE
-

Brass Mod.

DOWNTOWN EUREKA

run

movement began last Wednesday
night when nearly 150 persons
crowded the Arcata City Council
meeting to protest the proposed
widening of Highway 101.

gunstock Tan,

ARCATA
ON THE PLAZA

be

time on programming.”

‘Stop at Four’ group wants ‘go’ from council

Chestnut.

ARTHUR
JOHNSON'S

will

four times an hour, with no
more
than
two
minutes
of
commercials at a time, so as not
to disturb the flow of music.
Our ads won’t have the usual
kinds of jingles,’ Herron said.
They will have to be low key
and sincere, or we won’t use
them.”
So far, he said, “we haven’t
had any problem selling ads. |
only
wish
we
had
official

advertising salesmen to do the
selling so I could spend more

Pets not

allowed.

Christmas

home

needed

for

Collie-Sheperd, Bembi. Will
$10, food and love. A groovy

my

Karen, 622-6710.

Sas

21 year old girl roomate needed
to look for e house no more then
a mile trom the Eureke Mall. Cen
pay up to $50 including utilities.
. . Call 622.2066,
ast tor Erma,

.
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‘What am | doing out there? ’

Daddy is a wrestler
a

25-year-old

father of two want

What

makes

to continue

“I keep on
because I
keep on w
**, says Humboldt
State senior
:
Eastman, a former sergeant
who served four years with the
U.S. Army, said, ‘I ask myself
every day what I'm doing out
: oe»
that third

The task of winning the FWC

title

will

be

no

easy

chore

State

returning to defend his title.

Fresno State before making the

ice.

19 months live

muscularly

built Eastman places

his hopes on.

wrestling. “After I found out

what it’s all about I think it's

Before graduati
in 1964ng
from exciting and fun. It’s nice but it’s

Atwater High School in Merced, hard on me when he comes home

he had compil
a 66-16 ed
won-lost
——
had taken his sec-

with sprained thumbs
time.”

all the

This season, while his family
watches from the sidelines,

year,”’ he said.

oup

Cliff Eastman comes out on top of this exchange with
an unidentified tearnmate during one of the wrestling
team’s daily practices.
Spectre

teeta

Baker selected

for all-coast team
Tight-end Rich Baker was
named Saturday to the first team
Little All-Coast football team.

in

January

*
30,000
watts
PprogresSive rock !1!?
96.3 FM stereo

The
sold

ting

2358

1315 Sunset

A winning record and nine Ave., Arcata. Mrs. Eastman says
year’s
are what the of her husband's involvement in

Attended Fresno

er<

?

1st

ALL VEAR ROUND FROM WEST COAST

ROUND TRIP $220
Fights to Israel.

one wav $125

Orient & within Europe

ESEP

Educatonal Student Exchange Program
PHONE 415 626.4217
988 CORBETT AVE SAN FRANCISCO CA 94131

MINORITY STUDENTS INTERESTED IN
GRADUATE TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL CAREERS
The University of California, Davis, encourages students from socially end.or

e

economicelly disedventeged beckgrounds end perticuleriy students of ethnic
minorities to consider freining in graduate or professions! fields The Devis
campus invites inquiries from prospective students regarding opportunities in the
following erees

GRAQUATE

TRAINING

Master's ena Pn D degrees in over $0 fields

HEALTH PROFESSIONS Training leading to OV. M or MO degrees
LAW . Train
leading ing
to Doctor of Jurisprudence( J.D.) degree

You're going to
buy holiday greeting
catds anyway.

For further information concerning opportunities

in these fields, educetionael

Oreper ation, edmission requirements, end sources of financial eid, please write
IMMEDIATELY to one of the following
Richard O. Lee, Assistant Dean

Or. Atenender Berry, Associate Oean

School of Lew

Office of Student Affeirs end Admissions

Or. Jerry R. @itiespie, Associate Oeon
School of Veterinary Medicine

Schoo! of Medicine
Or. Martin ©. Gettinger,
Gredvete Division

Associate Dean

So

why not buy them
from

UNICEF’,
UNICEF catds provide badly needed

food, medicines,
and school supplies
for the children of more than 100 «ations
Many of them were designed by the

world’s most famous artists as 4 gift to
UNICEF. Which is one reason UNICEF
catds cost no mote than ordinary
greeting cards.
This year, when you send greetings

University of California
Davis, California
95616

toa frend, send a little hope toa chil

For your free color brochure listing

UNICEF card selections, write to:

UNICEF Greeting Cards

Available on campus

at 136 Mill St. 622-5091,
as

*

Kferei

9
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Braafladt asks
review revival

Campus

Ski movies ‘‘A Place for All Season,” and “Ski
the Wild Mountain,” W 206, 25c admission.
Friday

performance as judged by students and was put out in a pamphlet
form.
Elimination of the instructor's names from computer
years ago

was one

reason

Sno-ball, semi-formal dance, IWW Hall.

Sunday

for

Concert,

Men's

Gym,

Finals week begins.
Wednesday, Dec. 15

8:00 a.m. —

was a lack of interest in distributing the pamphlet and no one to
take over the chairmans’ job.

Christmas Assembly. Music, singing, readings.

Noon

Recital Hall. Free.

Braafladt said that the new publication will be a part of the
student services program and will be free to students. He hopes to

(Continued from page 1]
haven’t been asking girls out
once a month, or have missed
some meetings.
Date means probation
“If you get a date you're on
probation once we find out about
it,” the president said.
The
Over-the-Hillers
don’t
want their group to grow much
larger. They like it “clannish”
and feel a large group would get
out of hand.
“We are a preventative club.
We might have killed ourselves
by
now,
but
we've banded
together
and are
no_ longer
outcasts,” explained a rowdy

Braafladt said he hopes to compile the data during next quarter

the Campus Affiars
:
see Braafladt in the ASB
and

with the cooperation
Committee.
Anyone interested in helping may
office in Nelson Hall, east wing.
The proposal, if approved, will also have an effect on faculty
tenure and promotions, according to Braafladt who is currently
drafting an amendment to Title 5 of the Administration Code so
that students can sit on the tenure committee.
Chairman of the All College and Tenure and Reappointment
Committee, Dr. James Householder, said last week that he is in
favor of the student publication and is also in favor of students
participating on the tenure committee. “It’s fine by me. There is
lots of work to be done, reviewing files and other things. We need
all the help we can get,” he said.

member.

Questions crucial

End of the road?
all break out for various
of time, but we all end
here,” he said.
meeting continued
as

“We
lengths
up back
The

Dr. Ed Simmons, associate dean of student activities, said that
the most crucial thing about preparing the faculty evaluation
pamphlet will be the questions on the evaluation sheet and how
they are presented to the students.
Simmons said he is in favor of students being on the tenure
committee. He believes it will give students more responsibility
and a chance for more involvement in campus affairs.
Simmons also suggested that the faculty evaluation pamphlet
might be more economical if, rather than a panphlet, it was a card
file located in the library. He said that he knows of at least one
other school that does this.

various members commented:

Clash over finances
anxious about something he has

no information about.
“J don’t know whether there is
cause for concern or not. I can't
see how premature worrying
would be anything except a
of psychic
useless expenditure
energy,”
he said.
Young expressed
a desire for
more information, however, and
said that he’ has faith that SLC

“Most of us have kind of
given up hope.”
“We've been chronically shit
on by women. Some day these
men
will be prominent
and
women will be crawling at our
feet.”
“We sit and watch our life
dissolve like a dissipating smoke
ring. How does it feel to be
washed up at 21?”
Like a cigar
“Being over-the-hill is like

smoking

a cigar--the first two

puffs are great,
the rest is stale
to the bitter end.”
“It’s
really
an_
individual
thing. We just gather together to

compare notes.”
“| get along with the people

member of this clan.” “‘Women
never
are
technically
over-the-hill,”” one member said.
Hags Haven
“Up here at Hags Haven -- this
whole damn school is a hags
haven -- they’re so damn ugly
they can get a date because
we're so desperate up here. The
average ugly wench can come in
here and be a queen and then
shit on us. Up here the chicks
don’t have to wait - there's
lumberjacks
horny
always

around
shouted

swinging
the

axes,”

their

rowdy

member

shortly before he poured wine
over this reporter's head for
refusing another drink.
The clan does have a female
mascot,
“Bones,”
who
wrote
their anthem and who serves as
their adviser.

Dive club plans
vacation

trip

The North Coast Divers are
sponsoring
a
dive
off
the
Channel
Islands
in Southern
California on Dec. 19 and 20 for
all interested H.S.C. students
who will be in the L.A. area at
that time.
According to club member
Tod
Vogel,
the
dive
will
Bin
id - _ on one of the

slands

eyo

Catalina.”

possibly San Clemente, which is
45 miles off the coast.
For
further: information,
contact Vogel at 442-9149 or
Bill Breen at 822-6070.

on 2nd Street. They're my kind
of people.”

“That guy over there hides in

the library all day long. He hides
behind his books -- we hide

behind our booze.”
Clan members believe that
“No woman could ever be a

335 Laurel Drive
Student Housing oncampu
Furnished Apts.

For information

2-3334

Sor

t

latese

he

1/N

Usomen's

Pashion

Ebbic's

Cheap records. list 45.98
ict

A toast
for a Merry

Christmas
from all
of us to all of you.

43.90

k
e
WATERBEDS _
$496 Jn 43.25

YEAR t GUARANTEE

WAX ¢ GANOLE -

coal
re

HUMBOLDT

in

County

The almanac is a compilation
of basic economic facts from a
variety of
published sources,
plus
some
original
data,
according to Grobey.
It
is divided
into
four
sections: the seasonal, cyclical
and
secular
behavior
of
economy;
long-run trends in

various sectors of the economy;
Humboldt County census data;
and an interindustry model of
the Garberville-Redway area's

economy.

have the first issue ready in the spring. It will be a student
evaluation of instructors to be compiled by Braafladt, Dean
Palius, administrative assistant to the ASB president, and the
Campus Affairs Committee, as well as by any interested student
volunteers.
Compile data

[Continued from page 1]

Christmas

=~

discontinuance of “Big Brother,” according to Stanford Mottaz,
activities adviser.
Also contributing to the discontinuance of the old publication

of the faculty

has been published

‘‘Humboldt

Economic Almanac,” written by
Assistant
Professor
of
Economics John Grobey.

associated student publication, “Big Brother,” was
An
discontinued in 1968. The publication was a review of faculty

two

Data on Humboldt County’s
economy

the

Revival of a faculty performance review has been proposed by
Amie Braafladt, ASB president.

registration class schedules

calendar

ING

ul

Pacific
Par
li
1087 x ener 7

Vie now have beer and Arcota, Calif 95521
wie-making supplies y
822 -\254

African artifacts
on sale this week
African art and artifacts are
on sale in the Foyer Gallery of
the
Art-Home
Economics

Building.

Prices for the drums, jewelry,

masks, clothing, knives and pipes
range from 75 cents to $35.
The art work was made in
Africa. It was purchased for a
cultural fair two years ago with
HSC foundation monies.
The money spent to buy the
native
art
will
repay
the
foundation
for their original
loan. Ten per cent will go the
Art-Lecture Scholarship fund.
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CHARTER FLIGHTS
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flights
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